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Central Molecular Zone (CMZ):
inner ~200 pc where gas is largely molecular instead of atomic
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Figure 1. Continuum images toward G0.253+0
.016. The images are 14 pc on a side for the dista
nce of 8.4 kpc. Left to right: GLIMPSE (Benjami
color (3.6, 4.5, and 8 µm), Herschel 70 µm (Mo
n et al. 2003) three
linari et al. 2011), SCUBA/JCMT 450 µm (Di
Francesco et al. 2008). The cloud G0.253+0.016
feature in the mid-IR to far-IR but is a strong
is seen as an extinction
emitter in the submillimeter/millimeter. As such
it must be both cold and dense and sit in front
diffuse Galactic mid-IR background emission.
of the majority of the
(A color version of this figure is available in the
online journal.)
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…but maps never resolved dense gas in clouds!
Table 1

First Resolved Views of a CMZ Cloud
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First Resolved Views of a CMZ Cloud

little evidence for dense gas!
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Galactic Center Molecular Cloud Survey (GCMS)
Galactic Center Molecular Cloud Survey (GCMS; Kauffmann et al.)
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CMZ Clouds are not universally
„turbulent“
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Fig. 7. Summary of the N2 H+ –based linewidth–size data explored in
this paper. Blue symbols give characteristics of structures of varying
spatial size explored here; see Sec. 3.4 for terminology and details. The
blue crosses with white filling indicate data for the Sgr D region that
probably resides outside the CMZ as studied here. The gray shaded
region summarizes the linewidth–size measurements reported by Shetty
et al. (2012). Dark green bullets indicate the properties of reference
Milky Way clouds from the Kau↵mann et al. (2013a) compilation that
is based on emission lines of N2 H+ and NH3 that trace dense gas. Light
green diamonds give CO–based data for the lower density gas in Milky
Way clouds reported in the same collection. The dotted line is defined
by a crossing time of 3 ⇥ 105 yr.

(second Larson rel.)0.5 pc in a

multi–tracer exploration that characterizes scales
single cloud).

Figure 7 collects the information on gas kinematics obtained
above. The velocity dispersions from the single–dish spectra
are combined with the cloud size measurements from Herschel
given in Table 1. The “clumps” refer to the larger cloud structures identified in the dendrogram analysis. The vertical bar indicates the range of minimum velocities found in the clouds by
fitting spectra towards individual local p–p–v maxima. A radius
of 200. 5 (i.e., 0.1 pc) is adopted for these structures, roughly corresponding to the beam radius of the observations. Figure 7 also
includes information on CMZ gas kinematics inferred by Shetty
et al. (2012; i.e., a factor 3 around the N2 H+ results in their Table 2) and the non–thermal kinematics of Milky Way molecu-
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Origin of CMZ Turbulence: Cloud–Cloud Collisions?
(a) ALMA continuum on Spitzer IRAC

(b) ALMA 220 GHz continuum

(c) ALMA SiO (5–4)
long SiO ridges
=> cloud–cloud collisions
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(d) ALMA warm gas vs. SiO (5–4)
regions at >140 K
from ALMA H2CO

4

pc integrated intensity ratio and kinetic temperature, respectively vs line
Fig. 5: Left and Middle Panels: Correlation plots of H2 CO
width. The error bars present the standard deviation of the weighted average for the integrated intensity ratio, 20% uncertainty
in the line width and 30% uncertainty in the temperature. The best linear fit to the temperature data using the total least square
method (Vanderplas et al. 2012) is shown as the solid line. Right Panel: The possible slope and intercept values with the 1, 2 and
3 likelihood contours.
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Unusually shallow
Density Profiles

Absence of Dense Cores: Not an Issue of Sensitivity
dust at 90 GHz

Rathborne et al.

dust at 220 GHz

same mass as
from SMA data

Rathborne et al. (2014)

m−1 ) toward G0.253+0.016 showing the emission detected in the ALMA-only image
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Summary of Density Structure

The Galactic Center Molecular Cloud Survey
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clouds with average densities
much above Orion A…

shallow density gradients:
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CMZ Clouds form very few Stars

An Example: G0.253+0.016 vs. Sgr B2

Sgr B2

G0.253+0.016

24 μm, 8 μm, 4 μm

Kauffmann et al. (2016a)
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An Example: G0.253+0.016 vs. Sgr B2
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An Example: G0.253+0.016 vs. Sgr B2
no OB Stars
~0.9×105 Msun of dense gas
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An Example: G0.253+0.016 vs. Sgr B2
no OB Stars
~0.9×105 Msun of dense gas

Sgr B2

G0.253+0.016
rather small difference
in SF efficiency!

~49 OB Stars
~13.7×105 Msun of dense gas
24 μm, 8 μm, 4 μm
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Fig. 1. Observed star formation rates vs. the mass of dense gas residing
at visual extinctions AV > 7 mag. Yellow diamonds give the properties
of molecular clouds within about 500 pc from sun compiled by Lada
et al. (2010). The yellow crosses present the Gao & Solomon (2004)
data for star formation in entire galaxies, as re–calibrated by Lada et al.
(2012). The large green cross gives the CMZ star formation rate for the
|`|  1 region largely explored by this paper, while the smaller green
crosses hold for further regions explored by Longmore et al. (2013a).
The red bullets give masses and star formation rates for individual CMZ
clouds discussed in this paper. See Paper I for details and the uncertainties illustrated by red error bars and arrows shown in the lower right
corner. The black dashed line indicates a fit to the Lada et al. (2010)
data taken from the same publication. The gray dashed line gives a relation with a star formation rate lower by a factor 10.

research projects have been launched to understand the observed
trends in star formation. Kruijssen et al. (2014) review analytical models of suppressed SF, while Bertram et al. (2015) conduct numerical studies of clouds subjected to CMZ conditions.
Krumholz & Kruijssen (2015) propose that inward transport of
gas in a viscous disk could explain many of the cloud properties
observed at |`| . 3 .
There are essentially three ways to inhibit star formation: by
suppressing the formation of dense molecular clouds, by suppressing the formation of cores of ⇠ 0.1 pc size that could efficiently form individual stars (or small groups), or by suppressing the collapse of these cores into stars. Paper I establishes that
a large number of massive and dense clouds exist, and that SF
is suppressed inside these clouds. Thus we can reject the option
of pure suppressed cloud formation. Further, in Kau↵mann et al.
(2013b) we use the first resolved maps of dust emission of the
G0.253+0.016 cloud (a.k.a. the “Brick”) to demonstrate for the
first time that at least one CMZ cloud is essentially devoid of
significant dense cores that could efficiently form a large number of stars. This indicates that the suppression of dense core
formation suppresses SF activity. This picture is confirmed by
subsequent studies of G0.253+0.016 that also reveal little dense
gas in this cloud (Johnston et al. 2014; Rathborne et al. 2014,
2015) and characterize this aspect of cloud structure via probability density functions (PDFs) of gas column density. These
studies do not, however, explore whether the density structure
of G0.253+0.016 is representative of the average conditions in
CMZ molecular clouds. Such research is the goal of the present
paper.
Here we use dust emission data from the Submillimeter Array (SMA; near 280 GHz frequency) and the Herschel Space
Telescope (at 250 to 500 µm wavelength) for a first comprehensive survey of the density structure of several CMZ clouds. The
data are taken from Paper I (Kau↵mann et al., submitted). Two
conclusions from that study are of particular importance for the
current research.

processes to suppress star formation:

gas in the CMZ is subject to violent gas motions, such as cloud–
cloud collisions at high velocities. These motions might further
compress the clouds.
This combination of tidal action, external pressure, and cloud
interactions probably results in the high average gas densities observed in the CMZ. What is so far not known is the density structure of CMZ clouds on spatial scales of about 0.1 to 1 pc. The
characterization of cloud structure on these small spatial scales
is one of the central goals of the GCMS.
A detailed knowledge of the structure of CMZ dense gas on
small spatial scales is crucial for our understanding of key properties of the CMZ. In particular, it is generally established that,
Jens
Kauffmann
! MPIfR
relative
to the solar neighborhood
(Heiderman et al. 2010; Lada

– It has been established for many years that CMZ molecular
clouds have unusually large velocity dispersions on spatial
scales & 1 pc, when compared to clouds elsewhere in the
Milky Way. Paper I demonstrates that the velocity dispersion
on smaller spatial scales becomes similar for clouds inside
and outside of the CMZ. In other words, random “turbulent”
gas motions in the dense gas of CMZ clouds are relatively
slow.
– Previous work shows that the star formation in the dense gas
residing in the CMZ is suppressed by a factor ⇠ 10 when
compared to dense gas in the solar neighborhood. In Paper I
we show that this suppression also occurs within dense and
well–defined CMZ molecular clouds.
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Fig. 1. Observed star formation rates vs. the mass of dense gas residing
at visual extinctions AV > 7 mag. Yellow diamonds give the properties
of molecular clouds within about 500 pc from sun compiled by Lada
et al. (2010). The yellow crosses present the Gao & Solomon (2004)
data for star formation in entire galaxies, as re–calibrated by Lada et al.
(2012). The large green cross gives the CMZ star formation rate for the
|`|  1 region largely explored by this paper, while the smaller green
crosses hold for further regions explored by Longmore et al. (2013a).
The red bullets give masses and star formation rates for individual CMZ
clouds discussed in this paper. See Paper I for details and the uncertainties illustrated by red error bars and arrows shown in the lower right
corner. The black dashed line indicates a fit to the Lada et al. (2010)
data taken from the same publication. The gray dashed line gives a relation with a star formation rate lower by a factor 10.
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research projects have been launched to understand the observed
trends in star formation. Kruijssen et al. (2014) review analytical models of suppressed SF, while Bertram et al. (2015) conduct numerical studies of clouds subjected to CMZ conditions.
Krumholz & Kruijssen (2015) propose that inward transport of
gas in a viscous disk could explain many of the cloud properties
observed at |`| . 3 .
There are essentially three ways to inhibit star formation: by
suppressing the formation of dense molecular clouds, by suppressing the formation of cores of ⇠ 0.1 pc size that could efficiently form individual stars (or small groups), or by suppressing the collapse of these cores into stars. Paper I establishes that
a large number of massive and dense clouds exist, and that SF
is suppressed inside these clouds. Thus we can reject the option
of pure suppressed cloud formation. Further, in Kau↵mann et al.
(2013b) we use the first resolved maps of dust emission of the
G0.253+0.016 cloud (a.k.a. the “Brick”) to demonstrate for the
first time that at least one CMZ cloud is essentially devoid of
significant dense cores that could efficiently form a large number of stars. This indicates that the suppression of dense core
formation suppresses SF activity. This picture is confirmed by
subsequent studies of G0.253+0.016 that also reveal little dense
gas in this cloud (Johnston et al. 2014; Rathborne et al. 2014,
2015) and characterize this aspect of cloud structure via probability density functions (PDFs) of gas column density. These
studies do not, however, explore whether the density structure
of G0.253+0.016 is representative of the average conditions in
CMZ molecular clouds. Such research is the goal of the present
paper.
Here we use dust emission data from the Submillimeter Array (SMA; near 280 GHz frequency) and the Herschel Space
Telescope (at 250 to 500 µm wavelength) for a first comprehensive survey of the density structure of several CMZ clouds. The
data are taken from Paper I (Kau↵mann et al., submitted). Two
conclusions from that study are of particular importance for the
current research.
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cloud collisions at high velocities. These motions might further
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This combination of tidal action, external pressure, and cloud
interactions probably results in the high average gas densities observed in the CMZ. What is so far not known is the density structure of CMZ clouds on spatial scales of about 0.1 to 1 pc. The
characterization of cloud structure on these small spatial scales
is one of the central goals of the GCMS.
A detailed knowledge of the structure of CMZ dense gas on
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Fig. 1. Observed star formation rates vs. the mass of dense gas residing
at visual extinctions AV > 7 mag. Yellow diamonds give the properties
of molecular clouds within about 500 pc from sun compiled by Lada
et al. (2010). The yellow crosses present the Gao & Solomon (2004)
data for star formation in entire galaxies, as re–calibrated by Lada et al.
(2012). The large green cross gives the CMZ star formation rate for the
|`|  1 region largely explored by this paper, while the smaller green
crosses hold for further regions explored by Longmore et al. (2013a).
The red bullets give masses and star formation rates for individual CMZ
clouds discussed in this paper. See Paper I for details and the uncertainties illustrated by red error bars and arrows shown in the lower right
corner. The black dashed line indicates a fit to the Lada et al. (2010)
data taken from the same publication. The gray dashed line gives a relation with a star formation rate lower by a factor 10.

research projects have been launched to understand the observed
trends in star formation. Kruijssen et al. (2014) review analytical models of suppressed SF, while Bertram et al. (2015) conduct numerical studies of clouds subjected to CMZ conditions.
Krumholz & Kruijssen (2015) propose that inward transport of
gas in a viscous disk could explain many of the cloud properties
observed at |`| . 3 .
There are essentially three ways to inhibit star formation: by
suppressing the formation of dense molecular clouds, by suppressing the formation of cores of ⇠ 0.1 pc size that could efficiently form individual stars (or small groups), or by suppressing the collapse of these cores into stars. Paper I establishes that
a large number of massive and dense clouds exist, and that SF
is suppressed inside these clouds. Thus we can reject the option
of pure suppressed cloud formation. Further, in Kau↵mann et al.
(2013b) we use the first resolved maps of dust emission of the
G0.253+0.016 cloud (a.k.a. the “Brick”) to demonstrate for the
first time that at least one CMZ cloud is essentially devoid of
significant dense cores that could efficiently form a large number of stars. This indicates that the suppression of dense core
formation suppresses SF activity. This picture is confirmed by
“Brick” of G0.253+0.016 that also reveal little dense
subsequent studies
gas in this cloud (Johnston et al. 2014; Rathborne
Sgr et
A*:al. 2014,
2015) and characterize this aspect of cloud Galactic
structureCenter
via probability density50
functions
(PDFs) of gas column density. These
light years
studies do not, however, explore whether the density structure
of G0.253+0.016
is representative of the average conditions in
Pillai, Kauffmann et al.
CMZ molecular clouds. Such research is the goal of the present
paper.
Here we use dust emission data from the Submillimeter Array (SMA; near 280 GHz frequency) and the Herschel Space
Telescope (at 250 to 500 µm wavelength) for a first comprehensive survey of the density structure of several CMZ clouds. The
data are taken from Paper I (Kau↵mann et al., submitted). Two
conclusions from that study are of particular importance for the
current research.
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slow.
– Previous work shows that the star formation in the dense gas
residing in the CMZ is suppressed by a factor ⇠ 10 when
compared to dense gas in the solar neighborhood. In Paper I
we show that this suppression also occurs within dense and
well–defined CMZ molecular clouds.
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scales & 1 pc, when compared to clouds elsewhere in the
Milky Way. Paper I demonstrates that the velocity dispersion
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and outside of the CMZ. In other words, random “turbulent”
gas motions in the dense gas of CMZ clouds are relatively
slow.
– Previous work shows that the star formation in the dense gas
residing in the CMZ is suppressed by a factor ⇠ 10 when
compared to dense gas in the solar neighborhood. In Paper I
we show that this suppression also occurs within dense and
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The „Brick“ is no Exception
Slow SF over long Timescales

Mature Sister of G0.253+0.016: The 20 km/s Cloud

N 2H + @
SMA + APEX

Dust @ SMA
Sgr A*
50 km/s
cloud

N 2H + @
APEX

H2O maser

20 km/s
cloud

HII region
ATLASGAL contours on
IRAC1, IRAC3, IRAC4

mass of 3 × 105 Msun
embedded HII region
embedded H2 masers
SF in dense gas suppressed by factor ~8

beam

Lu et al. (2015)
Kauffmann et al. (2016a,b)

=> “mature” CMZ cloud with little SF
Jens Kauffmann ! MPIfR
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Trends along Cloud Orbits
SF trigger: orbit intersection

SF trigger: Sgr A* tides

numerous models available now!
Binney et al. (1991)
Longmore et al. (2013)
Kruijssen et al. (2015)

Jens Kauffmann ! MPIfR
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Trends along Cloud Orbits
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maps shows part of the orbit for CMZ clouds proposed by Kruijssen et al. (2015).
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Fig. 6. The spatial distribution of cloud properties. Blue labels in the top map give cloud names. Symbol sizes and labels in the top map indicate
the factor by which the star formation activity in the dense gas is suppressed relative to a typical Milky Way reference value provided by Eq. (5).
Symbol sizes and labels in the bottom map give the mass–size slope derived from the cloud structure data on spatial scales . 1 pc. A dotted line
in the maps shows part of the orbit for CMZ clouds proposed by Kruijssen et al. (2015). The background maps present a column density map
derived from Herschel dust emission data, as derived in this paper. The panels on the right present the same information on SF suppression and
mass–size slopes as a function of the radial phase of the orbit proposed by Kruijssen et al. (2015). The magenta arrows indicate very roughly how
a property might change, e.g., if SF suppression would decrease over time or in case density gradients would steepen over time: the directions of
arrows matter (i.e., up or down vs. phase), but their position or placement does not. In summary the observed trends suggests that clouds do not
follow a systematic evolutionary pattern as they orbit the CMZ.

We do find an increase in the dense gas star formation efficiency between G0.253+0.016 and Sgr B2 by a factor & 3. However, current data do not indicate a monotonic increase of the star
formation activity, as indicated by the case of the Dust Ridge C
cloud where Ṁobs is up to 5 ṀSF,ref and the case of significantly
suppressed star formation in the Sgr B1–o↵ region between
Sgr B2 and Dust Ridge C.

about 3 ⇥ 105 yr that it takes to travel between the clouds along
the orbit. This would be an exceptionally fast evolution in cloud
structure, comparable to the dynamic crossing times for CMZ
clouds (Sec. 3.4 of Paper I).
Note that the inverse trend is observed for the evolution between Sgr C and the 50 km s 1 cloud, i.e., the mass–size slope increases along the orbit. This is clearly not expected for straightforward evolution towards star formation. Some additional hypotheses are required to explain this trend.
We stress that some of this discussion depends on whether
all CMZ clouds do indeed follow the orbit proposed by Kruijssen
et al. (2015). Their model provides a good mathematical description of the structure of the CMZ. Note, however, that some studies find evidence for interaction of the 20 km s 1 and 50 km s 1
with the inner Galactic Center environment. See Herrnstein &
Ho (2005) for a discussion of the evidence, including material
taken from earlier sources. Such interactions would place these
two clouds within about 10 pc from Sgr A⇤ . This would be inconsistent with the Kruijssen et al. orbital model, and such deviant
clouds should not be placed in Fig. 6 (right).

no
obvious trend along orbit
The situation is even less clear — though not necessarily in
conflict with the Longmore et al. (2013b) model — when con=> star
noformation
evolutionary
timeline
along orbit
sidering
in the 20 km s and
50 km s clouds.
1

1

First, the locations of these clouds along the proposed orbit are
separated by only about 105 yr, while their SF rate per unit dense
gas varies sharply by a factor ⇠ 9. It is difficult to imagine how
this di↵erence in SF rate should emerge over such a small time
scale. Second, the 50 km s 1 cloud show significant star formation ahead of the pericenter passage. That said, Longmore et al.
(2013b) only speculate that their model holds for clouds between
G0.253+0.016 and Sgr B2, and Kruijssen et al. (2015) show
that the 20 km s 1 and 50 km s 1 clouds are disconnected from
the aforementioned sequence of clouds. Still, the 20 km s 1 and
Jens
Kauffmann
! MPIfR
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that the cloud state before pericenter
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of velocity dispersions (Fig. 7 of Paper I) and mass reservoirs
(Fig. 3 [top]) on small spatial scales, we adopt ranges for velocity dispersions and masses instead of fixed numbers. A radius of
0.1 pc is assumed for the smallest structures, corresponding to
the spatial scale on which the smallest interferometer–detected
structures are extracted in Fig. 3 (top). Note that no direct mass
measurements are available for the “clumps” of about 1 pc radius: here we adopt a mean H2 column density of 2⇥1023 cm 2 to
calculate a mass on the basis of the measured radii. This is a plausible value, as can be gleaned from Fig. 3 (top). In this respect
the properties for the “clumps” in Fig. 4 should be taken as an estimate instead of a real measurement. Walker et al. (2015) obtain
slightly lower virial parameters for some of our clouds. Their results resemble those we obtain for the “clumps” of intermediate
size. It is plausible that this is a consequence of their scheme to
reject unrelated velocity components. The method Walker et al.
use to measure velocity dispersions resembles the one we use for
our “clumps”.
It appears that the clouds on largest spatial scales are un-
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